We prove that O(e " t' /gT-~g~") states are sufficient to simulate an n-state lnfa recognizing a unary language by a ldfa. The lower bound is the same. Similar tight bounds are shown for the simulation of a 2dfa by a ldfa and a lnfa. We also show that O(n 2) states are sufficient and necessary to simulate an n-state lnfa recognizing a unary language by a 2dfa.
Notation
By an fa we denote a finite automaton. Using appropriate prefixes we specify what kind of an fa we consider. The possible prefixes are formed of the symbols: • 1: one-way, • 2: two-way,
• d: deterministic, • n: nondeterministic, • a: alternating.
For example, a 2dfa is a two-way deterministic finite automaton. A unary language is a language over a one-symbol alphabet. A unary fa is an fa with a one-symbol input alphabet. Clearly, a unary fa recognizes a unary language. Also, if an fa recognizes a unary language, then we can make it unary by deleting unnecessary symbols and modifying the next-state function.
We will consider only unary fa's. In this case, input words can be identified with nonnegative integers and we will write x instead of a x. Moreover, a unary lnfa is simply a digraph whose vertices are states and whose edges correspond to the next-state function. Therefore, we can talk of vertices, edges, cycles, strongly connected components, etc. of a lnfa. We will describe a lnfa as a quadruple (Q, qo, E, F), where Q, qo, F are as usual and E is the set of edges corresponding
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the following classical problem of the automata theory: given two classes of fa's Cx, CE, how many states are necessary and sufficient to simulate n-state automata from C~ by automata in C2. It is well known that all 'reasonable' fa's, even 2afa's, recognize only regular sets [2, 5, 12, 21] . However, stronger fa's can describe a given language using less states. A fundamental theorem about one-way fa's is that 2 n states suffice to simulate any n-state lnfa by a ldfa and there are examples showing that this bound cannot be improved [7, 16, 18, 21, 29] . Other known bounds are: -each n-state 2dfa can be simulated by a ldfa with O(n") states [1, 2, 21, 26] ; -each n-state 2nfa can be simulated by a ldfa with 0(2 n2) states [2, 21] ; -each n-state lafa can be simulated by a ldfa with 0(22") states [5] .
It is also known that these bounds are asymptotically best possible [1, 2, 5, 18, 21] . The problem of simulating lnfa's (or 2nfa's) by 2dfa's was stated by Sakoda and Sipser in [22] and still remains open. Berman and Lingas [2] combine bounds for the simulation of 2dfa's and 2nfa's by ldfa's to show that, in general, fl(n2/log n) states are necessary to simulate a 2nfa by a 2dfa. Also, as it was shown by Sipser [27] , sweeping 2dfa's (that is, 2dfa's making reversals only at the endmarkers) require 2 n states to simulate lnfa's. Sakoda and Sipser conjecture that this also holds for all 2dfa's. The problem has not only interest of its own. The following theorem, due to Berman and Lingas [2] , relates it to the DLOG = NLOG problem: If DLOG = NLOG, then there is a polynomial p such that, for each integer m and each n-state 2nfa A, there is a p( mn )-state 2dfa B such that Lmn(A)= Lmn(B), where Lk(A) is the set of words in L(A) of length at most/c In this paper we consider the particular case of the above problems when the languages considered are unary. The problem was mentioned by Sipser [27] . Note that the proofs of lower bounds in the general case essentially use the fact that the alphabet consists of at least two letters. The proofs, based on the Myhill-Nerode theorem, are of information-theoretic nature: usually, it is shown that a ldfa with too few states is not able to carry enough information through the input word. In case of unary languages, as we will show later, we face number-theoretic problems which, fortunately, are now quite satisfactorily solved. Using these number-theoretic methods we prove that (1) each unary n-state lnfa can be simulated by a ldfa with O(H(n)) states and this bound is asymptotically optimal;
(2) each unary n-state 2dfa can be simulated by a ldfa with O(H(n)) states and this bound is asymptotically optimal;
Finite automata and unary languages 151 (3) each unary n-state lnfa can be simulated by a 2dfa with O(n 2) states and this bound is asymptotically optimal.
A weaker result similar to (1) was obtained by Liubicz in [15] . He proved that, in our notation, the upper bound in (1) is O(nH(n)). The proof in [15] is matrixoriented, using some results about positive matrices. Our method is purely combinatorial. We transform each lnfa to the normal form (Lemma 4.3), from which we derive (1) and (3) . The normal-form lemma has interest of its own since it says that each unary lnfa A can be substituted by an equivalent lnfa A' making only one guess, and the size of A' is bounded by a small-degree polynomial of the size of A.
In (2) , the lower bound applies also to lnfa's instead of ldfa's. The l)(n 2) lower bound in (3) is the best lower bound for the simulation of 2nfa's by 2dfa's we know of. It strengthens the mentioned result of Berman and Lingas [2] for 2nfa's, not only because the function is of higher order but also because it concerns very simple 2nfa's, namely unary lnfa's. It is amazing that the proof is so simple. Unfortunately, our technique cannot give better lower bounds.
Unary languages have already been studied in the theory of automata and complexity. For example, they can be used as witness languages for proving separation results about space complexity classes [8, 11, 24, 25] , or for solving the 'k+ 1 versus k heads'-problem for multihead automata [20] . Also, some known open problems, as, for example, the LBA problem, can be reduced to problems about unary languages [19] . In [8, 11] , nonregular unary languages of space complexity O(log log n) were constructed. Unary languages have also been studied in the theory of AFLs [9] . This research was partially motivated by the above results.
Except results using diagonalization, it seems almost a rule that when dealing with unary languages, one arrives at number-theoretic problems [8, 9, 10, 11] . For example, the proofs that the languages constructed in [8, 11] are of space complexity O(log log n) use results from the analytic number theory.
Two number-theoretic problems
The problem of finding a good approximation for F(n) is known as Landau's problem [13, 14, 28, 30] . The problem is usually stated in terms of permutation groups: what is the maximal order in Sn, the symmetric group on n symbols? (the order of P in Sn is the order of the cyclic subgroup generated by P). Landau [13, 14] has proved that lim,~ log F(n)/vr'n log n = 1.
The best known approximation is due to Szalay:
F(n) = exp[(n log n + log log n -1 + (log log n -2+ o(1))/log n)l/2].
For our purpose the bound in the corollary below will be sufficient.
The second problem concerns linear Diophantine equations. First consider equations with two variables. The following well-known fact will be used in our proofs.
Fact A. If gcd(a, b)= 1, then the greatest number such that the equation ax + by = c has no solution in natural numbers is ( a -1)(b-1)-1.
Frobenius stated the problem of generalizing this result, that is, of finding a good approximation for G(a~,..., ak). There are quite a lot of papers on Frobenius's problem, although the known approximations still seem far from the exact value. We will use the following result. Erdrs and Graham [6] give a more accurate approximation, as well as some more references to the problem. The corollary below follows from Theorem B. Then the set of numbers in X greater than n 2 is an arithmetic progression with period god(a1,..., ak).
lnfa versus ldfa
In this section, we will present tight bounds for the simulation of unary lnfa's by ldfa's. Informally, A consists of a path from q0 to q= and cycles C~,..., Ck connected to qm. An example of an automaton in normal form is shown in Fig. 1 , for m = 4, k=3, yl=4, y2= 5, y3=3. Let m = n2+ n. By Corollary B we obtain that L,, = L~ u L~, where L~ is the subset of L~ containing numbers <~ m, and L~ is an arithmetic progression with period gcd(a). It is easy to see that we could substitute for a an 'equivalent' subgraph consisting of a single path and a cycle of length gcd(a) attached to it. Instead we will use a cycle of length gcd(D), so, in this way, it can be used as a common cycle for all superpaths in II(D).
Let T~,..., Tk be all strongly connected components of A in some fixed order. Then A' will have the set of states as in 
. For each n there is a unary n-state 1 nfa A such that each 1 dfa recognizing L( A ) requires [l( H ( n ) ) states.
Proof. We will show that F(n -1) states are necessary. Let n be arbitrary but fixed and x~,..., xk be the numbers for which the maximum in the definition of F(n -1) is attained. W.l.o.g. we can assume that xl <" • • < xk. From the properties of F(n) it is also known that they are relatively prime in pairs. Let also L={c~li'-l,...,k, c~N}. We will show that the index of R is at least y = F(n -1). In order to do this we will prove that, for each two different 0<~ u, v<y, it is not true that R(u, v) holds.
We must find a z such that exactly one of u + z, v + z belongs to L. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem there is exactly one z such that, for i = 1, 2,..., k, z rood x~ = zi. Then, by the definition of z~, we have that (u + z)mod x~ ~ 0 and (v + z)mod x~ ~ 0 for i = 2, 3,... ,i k.
Suppose first that x~ = 2 and u~ ~ v~. Then, either u~ = 0 and Vl = 1, or u~ = 1 and v~ = 0. In both cases we have that exactly one of u + z, v + z belongs to L.
Otherwise, let j be the smallest number such that uj ~ vj. ~( H ( n ) ) states.
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that the language L from Theorem 4.5 can be recognized by a 2dfa A with n states. A simply makes k passes over an input
x computing x rood xi in the ith pass, i = 1, 2,..., k: []
2dfa versus lnfa
First we strengthen Theorem 5.2 by showing that the lower bound even holds for lnfa's. 
Final remarks
Informally speaking we have shown that lnfa's and 2dfa's are hard to simulate by ldfa's, even if we consider only unary languages. Also, for unary languages, two-way motion is more powerful, in a sense, than guessing, because we can simulate unary lnfa's by 2dfa's increasing the number of states only polynomially, which is not possible the other way round. Comparing it with the upper bound for ldfa's one can say that nondeterminism does not help if we want to simulate 2dfa's by one-way fa's.
The following problems are still open:
(1) (The Sakoda-Sipser problem for unary languages.) Does there exist a polynomial p such that each unary n-state 2nfa can be simulated by a p(n)-state 2dfa? Actually, the problem of Sakoda and Sipser concerns also lnfa's, but as we have shown in Section 6, in this case the answer is positive.
(2) What is the relationship between unary lafa's (or 2afa's) and other fa's? It is easy to show some lower and upper bounds for 1 afa's with only universal states. The author believes that unary lafa's and 2dfa's are polynomially equivalent.
